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ELECTRIC MOTOR CLAMPING SYSTEM

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The technical field relates to dynamic and regenerative electric motor braking

systems, and more specifically to an improved electric motor braking system.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Several electromechanical braking systems are known. For example, U.S.

Patent Application Publication No. 2006/0108867 is directed to an electromechanical

brake having electrical energy backup and regenerative energy recovery that may be

used in an aircraft braking system. According to this publication, a capacitor is used

to store energy for a controller when a power source voltage drops below a stored

energy potential and regenerative energy may be recovered from an actuator for the

stored energy supply.

[0003] U.S. Patent No. 3,975,668 teaches use of dynamic braking in a three phase

motor in which the coils of the motor are connected in a six winding delta

configuration, and a direct braking current is applied between two center taps of the

configuration.

[0004] U.S. Patent No. 4,831,469 is directed to a braking method for a disk drive

head having a capacitor for storing power to retract and brake the motor upon power

loss.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] With parenthetical reference to the corresponding parts, portions or surfaces

of the disclosed embodiments, merely for the purposes of illustration and not by way

of limitation, an electric motor system (110, 10, 310) is provided comprising a power

supply ( 112, 212), an electric motor ( 111, 2 11, 3 11) connected to the power supply,

an object ( 116, 216, 316) driven by the motor having a range of motion and a

substantially neutral position (134) within the range of motion, a power sensor ( 1 )

configured to sense power from the power supply, a position sensor ( 15) configured

to sense the position of the object in at least a portion of its range of motion, an

energy storage (123, 223) and a controller (122, 222) connected to the power supply

and the energy storage, the controller configured and arranged to brake the motor as a

function of the position sensor, the neutral position and the power sensor.



[0006] The controller may be configured to dynamically brake the motor. The system

may further comprise a dissipation switch (SW2) in series with a dissipation resistor

(R2), wherein the controller is configured to operate the dissipation switch such that

energy from the motor is dissipated with the dissipation resistor.

[0007] The controller may be configured to regeneratively brake the motor. The

electric motor system may further comprise a switching network (219), wherein the

controller is configured to operate the switching network such that energy from the

motor is used to charge the energy storage when the energy storage is not fully

charged. The switching network may comprise six switch elements in an H bridge

configuration. The switch elements in the switching network may comprise IGBTs or

MOSFETs. The energy storage may be a capacitor (CI) or a battery.

[0008] The controller may be configured to actively brake the motor. The controller

may further comprise a separate brake actuator (229). The electric motor system may

further comprise a switching network. The switching network may comprise six

switch elements in an H bridge configuration. The switch elements in the switching

network may comprise IGBTs or MOSFETs.

[0009] The controller may be configured to selectively actively brake, dynamically

brake or regeneratively brake the motor. The electric motor system may further

comprise a switching network and a dissipation resistor, wherein the controller is

configured to operate the switching network such that energy from the motor is

selectively dissipated with the dissipation resistor or used to charge the energy storage

when the energy storage is not fully charged. The switching network may comprise

six switch elements arranged in an H-bridge configuration. The switch elements may

comprise IGBTs or MOSFETs.

[0010] The electric motor system may further comprise a power rectifier (218). The

power rectifier may comprise a full wave diode rectifier.

[0011] The driven object may comprise an aircraft spoiler panel (216) on an aircraft

wing (265). The neutral position (234) may be a position in which the spoiler panel

(216) is about four degrees from the wing surface (227). The driven object may

comprise a turbine blade (316) driven about a pitch axis (396) on a power generating

turbine (310). The motor may comprise a turbine blade pitch control motor. The

neutral position may be a turbine blade feathered position.



[0012] The position sensor may comprise an encoder, a resolver or a LVDT. The

power sensor may comprise a voltage sensor or an FPGA validity sensor. The power

supply may comprise a three phase AC power supply.

[0013] The electric motor system may further comprise an output filter (272). The

output filter may comprise a common mode filter (273) or a differential mode filter

(274). The electric motor system may further comprise an input filter (252). The

input filter may comprise a common mode filter (253) or a differential mode filter

(254). The electric motor system may further comprise a soft start switch (SW1).

[0014] In another aspect, a method of driving an electric motor interface is provided

comprising the steps of providing an external power supply input, providing a

position sensor signal input, providing a switching network having switch gates,

providing an electric motor interface for connecting to an electric motor, providing a

controller, providing an energy storage interface, monitoring the external power

supply input, and operating the switch gates to absorb power from the electric motor

interface as a function of the position sensor input and the external power supply

input.

[0015] The step of operating the switch gates may comprise operating the switch

gates to absorb power from the electric motor interface when power supply input

drops below a voltage threshold and the position sensor signal input is below a

position threshold.

[0016] The method may further comprise the step of providing a dissipation resistor

interface. The method may further comprise the step of selectively directing the

absorbed power to the energy storage interface or the dissipation resistor interface as a

function of whether the energy storage interface is fully charged.

[0017] The method may further comprise the step of using power from the energy

storage interface to actively brake the electric motor as a function of the position

sensor input and the external power supply input. The step of using power from the

energy storage interface to actively brake the electric motor may comprise actively

braking the electric motor when the rate of change of the position sensor input signal

is below a speed threshold, the power supply input drops below a voltage threshold,

and the position sensor signal input is below a position threshold. The step of

operating said switch gates may comprise operating the switch gates to absorb power

from the electric motor interface when the rate of change of the position sensor input

signal is above a speed threshold, the power supply input drops below a voltage



threshold, and the position sensor signal input is below a position threshold. The

method may further comprise the step of providing a dissipation resistor interface.

The method may further comprise the step of selectively directing the absorbed power

to the energy storage interface or the dissipation resistor interface as a function of

whether the energy storage interface is fully charged.

[0018] The local energy storage interface may be configured to connect to a capacitor

or a battery. The method may further comprise the steps of providing a power

rectifier and converting an AC voltage on the power supply input into a DC voltage.

The power rectifier may be a full wave diode rectifier. The method may further

comprise the step of providing a soft start switch. The position sensor signal input

may be configured to connect to an encoder, a resolver or a LVDT.

[0019] The electric motor interface may be configured to connect to an aircraft wing

spoiler actuator. The electric motor interface may be configured to connect to a wind

turbine pitch control motor.

[0020] The external power supply input may be configured for a three phase AC

power source. The method may further comprise the steps of filtering the signal

coming in on the external power supply input or filtering a signal going out on the

electric motor interface. The method may further comprise the step of providing a

brake actuator interface.

[0021] In another aspect, a driver for an electric motor is provided comprising an

external power supply input, a power sensor having an output and configured to

monitor the external power supply input, a position sensor having an output, an AC to

DC power rectifier, a switching network having switch gates, an electric motor

interface for connecting to an electric motor, a control configured to monitor the

power sensor output and the position sensor output and configured to operate the

switch gates, a local energy storage interface for temporarily supplying power,

wherein the control is configured to operate the switch gates such that a recovered

power is drawn from the electric motor interface as a function of the power sensor

output and the position sensor output.

[0022] The driver may further comprise a dissipation resistor interface. The control

may be configured to direct power from the electric motor interface to the dissipation

resistor interface. The control may be configured to operate the switching network

such that energy from the motor interface is selectively directed to the dissipation



resistor interface or the local energy storage interface when a local energy storage

connected to the local energy storage interface is not fully charged.

[0023] The control may be configured to direct power from the electric motor

interface to the local energy storage interface. The driver may further comprise a

brake actuator interface. The control may be configured to operate the switching

network such that energy from the local energy storage interface is directed to the

brake actuator interface.

[0024] The switching network may comprise six switch elements in an H bridge

configuration. The switch elements may comprise IGBTs or MOSFETs.

[0025] The control may be configured to selectively actively brake, dynamically

brake or regeneratively brake a motor connected to the electric motor interface. The

control may be configured to operate the switching network such that energy from the

motor interface is selectively directed to the dissipation resistor interface or the local

energy storage interface when a local energy storage connected to the local energy

storage interface is not fully charged.

[0026] The driver power rectifier may contain a full wave diode rectifier. The driver

may further comprise an output filter. The output filter may comprise a common

mode filter or a differential mode filter. The driver may further comprise an input

filter. The input filter may comprise a common mode filter or a differential mode

filter. The driver may further comprise a soft start switch.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] Fig. 1 is a high level object diagram of a first general embodiment of the

motor system.

[0028] Fig. 2 is a high level object diagram of a second aircraft wing spoiler control

embodiment of the motor system.

[0029] Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of the aircraft wing spoiler system shown in Fig.

2 .

[0030] Fig. 4 is a side view of the wing spoiler system shown in Fig. 2 .

[0031] Fig. 5 is a side view of the wing spoiler system shown in Fig. 2 in a neutral

position.

[0032] Fig. 6 is an object diagram of the internal physical arrangement of the aircraft

wing spoiler system shown in Fig. 2.



[0033] Fig. 7 is a perspective view of a third wind turbine pitch control embodiment

of the motor system.

[0034] Fig. 8 is a partial perspective view of the internal physical arrangement of the

wind turbine pitch control system shown in Fig. 7.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0035] At the outset, it should be clearly understood that like reference numerals are

intended to identify the same structural elements, portions or surfaces consistently

throughout the several drawing figures, as such elements, portions or surfaces may be

further described or explained by the entire written specification, of which this

detailed description is an integral part. Unless otherwise indicated, the drawings are

intended to be read (e.g., cross-hatching, arrangement of parts, proportion, degree,

etc.) together with the specification, and are to be considered a portion of the entire

written description. As used in the following description, the terms "horizontal",

"vertical", "left", "right", "up" and "down", as well as adjectival and adverbial

derivatives thereof (e.g., "horizontally", "rightwardly", "upwardly", etc.), simply refer

to the orientation of the illustrated structure as the particular drawing figure faces the

reader. Similarly, the terms "inwardly" and "outwardly" generally refer to the

orientation of a surface relative to its axis of elongation, or axis of rotation, as

appropriate.

[0036] The following definitions are provided for interpretation of the embodiments

described herein. Dynamic braking is the process of connecting or "shorting", such as

with a dissipation resistor for example, the input terminals of the electric motor

causing motor kinetic energy to be converted to heat and thus slowing the motor

down.

[0037] Regenerative braking is the process of transferring energy from an electric

motor (typically motor or system kinetic energy) to an energy storage device by

allowing current to be driven by the motor back into the energy storage device.

[0038] Active braking is the process of using a power supply to drive either an

electric motor in opposition to its current direction of rotation, or to drive a separate

brake actuator coupled to a motor.

[0039] Coasting is the process of electrically disconnecting an electric motor's input

terminals, allowing their voltage to float, and preventing electrical energy from

entering or exiting the motor through the input terminals.



[0040] A switch network is a set of electrical or mechanical devices for controlling

the flow of electrical current between at least two terminals, examples of which

include an IGBT H-bridge, a MOSFET H bridge, a relay bridge, or other similar

devices.

[0041] A control or controller is a digital device which has output lines that are a

logical function of its input lines, examples of which include a microprocessor,

microcontroller, field programmable gate array, programmable logic device,

application specific integrated circuit, or other similar devices.

[0042] A power sensor is an electrical or mechanical device for measuring the power

of an electrical system, examples of which include a voltage sensor, a current sensor,

a device having both voltage and current sensors, or other similar devices.

[0043] A brake switch is a device which controls the flow of electricity to a braking

mechanism, examples of which include a general purpose transistor, an IGBT, a

MOSFET, a relay, or other similar mechanical or semiconductor devices.

[0044] A power supply is a source of either AC or DC electrical power.

[0045] A position sensor is an electrical device for measuring the position, or a

derivative of position, or distance from an object, examples of which include an

encoder, a resolver, a linear variable differential transformer, a variable resistor, a

variable capacitor, a laser rangefinder, an ultrasonic range detector, an infrared range

detector, or other similar devices.

[0046] An energy storage is a device or system for storing energy, examples of which

include a capacitor, a battery, an inductor, a flywheel, or other similar devices.

[0047] Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly to Fig. 1, this invention

provides a motor system, of which a first embodiment is indicated at 110. As shown,

motor system 110 generally includes power supply 112, power sensor 114, energy

storage 123, controller 122, switch network 119, electric motor 111, driven object

116, and physical boundary 127.

[0048] Power supply 112 provides electrical power to the system. In this

embodiment, power supply 12 is DC. However, an AC power supply may be used

as an alternative. Power supply 112 is connected to local energy storage 123.

[0049] In this embodiment, energy storage 123 is a capacitor. Alternatively, a battery

or inductor may be used. The power delivered by power supply 112 is measured by

power sensor 114. In this embodiment, power sensor 112 is a voltage sensor.

However, a current sensor may be used as an alternative.



[0050] Energy storage 123 connects to switch network 19 through common power

line 133. Switch network 119 controls flow of power to, from and between the

terminals of electric motor 111. Switch network 19's operation is governed by a

control input connected to controller 122. Switch network 119 is configured to

connect the terminals of electric motor 11 to one another to dynamically brake

electric motor 111. In this embodiment, switch network 119 is constructed from

IGBTs. However, relays or MOSFETs may be used to construct switch network 119

as an alternative.

[0051] Electric motor 111 is mechanically coupled to driven object 116 through

actuator 113. Actuator 113 may contain gears, a screw drive or other similar devices.

Object 116 has a range of possible motion, potentially limited by physical boundary

127. Also, within object 16's range of motion is a substantially neutral range or

position 134. When object 116 is at rest in neutral range 134, object 116 is not as

inclined to move. Object 116 is more likely to experience external forces acting upon

it when its position is outside neutral range 134.

[0052] Position sensor 115 measures distance 125 between object 116 and physical

boundary 127. In this embodiment, position sensor 115 is a Linear Variable

Differential Transformer ("LVDT"). However, an encoder, resolver, laser

rangefinder, ultrasonic range detector, variable resistor, infrared range detector or

other similar device may be used as alternatives.

[0053] Position sensor 115 is connected to controller 122. In this embodiment,

controller 122 is a Field Programmable Gate Array ("FPGA"). However, a

programmable logic device ("PLD"), microprocessor, microcontroller or other similar

device may be used as alternatives. Controller 122 has an input to receive position

sensor 11 's output signal, and an input to receive power sensor 114's output signal.

Controller 122 also controls the control line connected to switch network 19. The

control line to switch network 119 may be a single wire, a plurality of wires or

wireless. Also connected to controller 122 is command interface 132. Memory 128

stores the values for several operating variables, including neutral range upper value

124, power source threshold 135, neutral position threshold 136, and energy storage

threshold 137. Controller 122 is programmed to operate as described below.

[0054] In the event of a power supply failure, system 110 brakes driven object 116

when it is in a safer position. More specifically, when a failure of power supply 12

occurs, switch network 119 is configured to dynamically brake electric motor 111



when driven object 16 is close to or within neutral range 134. Since energy storage

123 may only have enough energy to temporarily control switch network 119,

controller 122 is configured to control switch network 119 to dynamically brake only

when both a power supply failure occurs and when driven object 1 6 is close to or

within neutral range 134.

[0055] As described above, object 116 has a range of motion which may be limited

by physical boundary 127. If object 116 contacts physical boundary 127 with too

much force, physical boundary 127 and driven object 116 may be damaged. Such a

collision may also damage motor 111 or actuator 113. If power to electric motor 111

is cut while driven object 116 is in motion, driven object 116 may coast, potentially

colliding with physical boundary 127. Also, even if driven object 116 is not moving

when power to motor 111 is lost, if object 116 is not in neutral range 134 it may end

up being accelerated by external forces and contact boundary 127 with excessive

force.

[0056] As shown in Fig. 1, energy storage 123 is connected to power supply 112

along common power line 133. While power supply 1 2 is functioning properly,

energy storage 123 is charged to the voltage of power supply 11 . In the event of a

power supply failure, energy storage 123 will temporarily maintain the voltage on

common power line 133 while energy is drawn by controller 122 and switch network

119.

[0057] Controller 122 receives the power it needs to operate from common power line

133. Controller 122 has internal sensors to monitor the voltage level on common

power line 133. Common power line 133 also provides electrical power to switch

network 119. Power for electric motor 111 is provided indirectly by common power

line 133 through switch network 119.

[0058] The voltage of power supply 112 is measured by power sensor 114, and the

output from power sensor 114 is read by controller 122. Position sensor 115

measures distance 125 between object 116 and boundary 127, and the output of

position sensor 115 is read by controller 122.

[0059] Controller 122 sends control signals to switch network 119. For example, a

forward control signal will cause switch network 119 to connect motor 111 to power

line 133 in a way to cause motor 111 to move forward. Similarly, a reverse control

signal will cause switch network 119 to connect motor 111 to power line 133 in such

a way to cause motor 111 to move in reverse. A regenerate signal will cause electric



motor l l's drive terminals to be connected in such a way that energy is absorbed

from the electric motor and stored in power supply 123. A coast signal will cause

switch network 119 to disconnect motor 111's drive terminals, and allow their voltage

to float. A dynamic brake signal will cause electric motor 111's drive terminals to be

connected to each other such that motor kinetic energy is dissipated as heat. By

rapidly switching between the coast signal and the forward, reverse, or regenerate

signal, controller 122 can adjust the time averaged drive or regeneration level of

motor 1 1. As an alternative, it may be advantageous to combine coast and

regenerate into a single mode through the specific circuit implementation of switch

network 1 9 (for example if an IGBT bridge with freewheeling diodes is used).

Motor 111 can be braked in multiple ways, including by configuring motor 111 to

regenerate energy into energy storage 123, by driving motor 111 in opposition to its

direction of rotation (in either forward or reverse as appropriate), or through dynamic

braking.

[0060] A feedback loop is created between position sensor 115, controller 122, switch

network 119, motor 111 and driven object 116. Under normal operation, controller

122 adjusts the control signal to switch network 119 in order to make position sensor

115's output match a desired set point. A sensor separate from position sensor 115

may be alternatively used for the feedback loop, such as a resolver connected to motor

111.

[0061] Command interface 132 provides controller 122 with high level position or

movement commands. For example, command interface may command controller

122 to move driven object 116 to a specific position. As the command at interface

132 changes, controller 122 will adjust the desired set point, and in turn change the

control signal sent to switch network 119.

[0062] Controller 122 determines when a power supply failure occurs by comparing

power sensor 114's reading to power threshold 135. If power sensor 114's output is

less than power threshold 135, a power failure is determined. In the event of a power

failure, only a limited supply of power is available in energy storage 123, which can

be used to power controller 122, operate switch network 119 or activate motor 1 1.

When energy storage 123's energy is depleted, the voltage on common power line 133

will drop, and motor 111, switch network 119 and controller 122 can not function.

[0063] When power sensor 114's reading drops below power threshold 135, controller

122 will stop responding to commands from interface 132 and will send the coast



signal to switch network 119, such that motor 111 will not consume any energy, and

switch network 119 will consume minimal energy.

[0064] The controller will next intelligently determine when to brake motor 111 so

that the chance of object 116 hitting boundary 127 is minimized. More specifically,

braking will be activated only when power supply 112 has less than the threshold

voltage, and position sensor 115 indicates object 116 is within a threshold 136 of

neutral range 134. Controller 122 compares position sensor 115's output with neutral

range's upper value 124 and determines if object 116's position is within threshold 136

of neutral range 134. This is accomplished by determining if the absolute value

("ABS") of the difference of position sensor 115's output and neutral range upper

value 124 is greater than position threshold 136. Controller 122 also measures the

voltage on common power line 133 and prevents activation of dynamic braking if

common power line 133's voltage is below energy storage threshold 137. In

summary, controller 122 evaluates the logic function:

IF (power sensor 114's output < power source threshold 135)

AND (common power line 133's voltage > energy storage

threshold 137)

AND (ABS (position sensor 1 5's output - neutral range upper

value 124) < position threshold 136))

THEN send braking signal to switch network 119.

[0065] The braking signal used in this embodiment is the dynamic braking signal. As

a first example of system 110 operation, consider a power supply 11 failure when

object 1 6 is far from neutral range 134. In this case, controller 122 will detect that

power sensor 114's output has dropped below power source threshold 135. However,

since position sensor 1 5's output indicates that distance 125 between object 11 and

neutral range upper value 124 is greater than neutral position threshold 136, controller

122 will not send the dynamic braking signal to switch network 19. Thus, energy

within energy storage 123 will not be depleted by switch network 119 at this time.

Object 116 may now begin to accelerate towards boundary 127 due to external forces.

Brake switch 13 1 will not be activated until object 116 comes within position

threshold 136 of neutral position 134. After brake switch 131 is activated, energy

storage 123 will provide power to active brake 129, which will both rapidly stop

motion of object 116 and begin to rapidly deplete the energy in energy storage 123.



[0066] By configuring controller 122 to wait until object 116 is close to neutral range

134 before activating the brake, energy storage is not depleted when object 116 is in a

dangerous (non-neutral) position. Since the brake is activated when object 116 is near

neutral range 134, object 116 should remain substantially at rest when stopped and

further power will not be needed to brake object 116.

[0067J Contrary to how system 110 operates, if braking were activated immediately

upon power loss while object 16 was far from neutral range 134, object 116 would

come to a stop outside range 134. But once energy storage 123 was depleted,

controller 122 and switch network 119 would no longer function, braking would no

longer be applied, and because object 116 was not in neutral range 134, object 116

would begin to be accelerated by external forces, potentially contacting boundary 127

with excessive force.

[0068] As a more specific example, system 1 0 may be utilized to control the braking

in an electric trolley car. In this example, the electric vehicle is driven object 116 and

position sensor 115 is a gyroscope indicating the slope or incline of the trolley car

relative to horizontal. Neutral range 134 is when the trolley car is on a track with

close to no incline (-3 degrees to +3 degrees angular slope). Power supply 112 is the

electric trolley wires running above the trolley track. The electric trolley car has a

small emergency battery as energy storage 123.

[0069] Consider the case where the trolley wires running above the track are suddenly

cut while the trolley car is moving. The emergency battery only has enough energy to

brake the trolley car once. In this case, the system monitors the slope of the track, and

only brakes when the slope is close to zero. When the trolley car reaches a flat

section of the track, the brakes are engaged using power from the battery, and the

trolley car stopped. Since the trolley car is stopped on a flat section of track, it will

remain at rest even if the battery is depleted.

[0070] If the brakes were engaged while the trolley car was on a hill, the car would

come to a stop on the hill. Once the battery was depleted, the brakes would stop

working. Since the car is still on a hill, it would begin to accelerate, potentially

passing through a flat section of the track and hitting a physical barrier.

[0071] System 110 may be modified to use braking schemes other than just dynamic

braking. For example, regenerative braking can be used at high rotation speeds to

transfer system kinetic energy into energy storage 123. However, regenerative

braking may not work well at low motor speeds. At low speeds, motor 1 1 may be



actively braked by driving motor 111 in the direction opposite of rotation with a

forward or reverse signal provided as appropriate to switch network 119. Such

counter driving of motor 111 is appropriate for low rotation speeds where dynamic

and regenerative braking does not work effectively. Additionally, a separate brake

system could be coupled to motor 11 and could be actively turned on when braking

is desired.

[0072] Furthermore, when dynamic braking, instead of merely shorting motor I l l's

terminals together to cause heat to be dissipated in the internal resistance of motor

11 , a dissipation resistor may be used. In such a configuration, when dynamic

braking is desired, motor l's terminals are connected across a dissipation resistor,

which is configured to transfer system kinetic energy into heat. A dissipation resistor

may be configured to dissipate energy more rapidly than motor I l l's coils.

[0073] Fig. 2 is a high level object diagram showing second embodiment 210 of an

electric motor system, particularly configured for use with an aircraft wing spoiler

system. As shown in Fig. 2, system 210 has several features not shown in system

110. AC power supply 212 connects to input filter 252. Current sensors 214 are

arranged to measure current passing from AC power supply 212. Input filter 252

connects to diode rectifier 218, which connects to energy storage 223. Coupled to

switching network 219 is power dissipator 259. The DC lines coming from energy

storage 223 are sampled by lines 257a and 257b, which connect to controller 222.

Power dissipator 259 is arranged across the DC lines between energy storage 223 and

switching network 219. Switching network 2 19 provides three phases 22 a, 221b and

221c, which pass through output filter 272 before going to electric motor 2 11.

Switching network 219 receives its gating signals from controller 222 as shown. The

current passing through phase lines 221a, 221b and 221c is measured by current

sensors 264. Resolver 275 is coupled to motor 2 11. Motor 2 11 connects to wing

spoiler 216 through actuator 228 (shown in Fig. 4). Position sensor 215 is mounted

on wing spoiler 216. Resolver 275 and position sensor 215 provide their output

signals to controller 222. Memory 217 stores several parameters for controller 222.

Stored parameters include DC threshold 291, minimum regeneration speed 292,

dynamic braking current threshold 293, neutral position value 224, power threshold

235, and neutral position threshold 236.

[0074] Fig. 4 shows the physical layout of system 210 in aircraft wing 265. Electric

motor 2 11 is mechanically coupled through actuator 228 to wing spoiler 216 to



control position 225. As discussed below, system 210 is configured to prevent spoiler

216 from contacting wing surface 227, or actuator 228's physical limits, with

excessive force. Fig. 5 shows system 210 when wing spoiler 216 is in neutral position

234.

[0075] Fig. 3 is an electrical block diagram of system 210 showing more

implementation details of the Fig. 2 block diagram. AC power source 212 is a three

phase AC source connecting to a three wire power line. Power source switch 25 1 is

arranged in series with the power lines, and connects or disconnects each phase (wire)

from source 212 to the rest of the system. Current sensors 214, arranged on the power

lines, are implemented as hall effect current sensors. Current sensors 214 each have

an output signal connected to controller 222 which provide the magnitude of current

in its respective phase of the power line. As shown in Fig. 3, the power line connects

to input filter 252. Filter 252 has common mode filter stage 253 and differential mode

filter stage 254. The power line next connects to rectifier 218.

[0076] As shown in Fig. 3, rectifier 218 is implemented as a full wave diode rectifier

with six diodes. However, either active or passive voltage rectification

implementations may be used as those skilled in the art will recognize. Rectifier 218

converts the three phase AC power to a DC signal having two DC rails, including

positive rail 255a and negative rail 255b. The DC rails 255a and 255b connect to

energy storage 223. Energy storage 223 is implemented with capacitor CI connected

in series with soft start switch SW1 across DC rails 255a and 255b, as shown.

Positive DC bus line 257a is connected to positive DC rail 255a. Negative bus line

257b is connected to the terminal between capacitor C and switch SW1. The voltage

of DC bus lines 257a and 257b are monitored by controller 222 through voltage sense

lines 258a and 258b, as shown.

[0077] Power dissipator 259 is connected across DC bus lines 257a and 257b. Power

dissipator 259 comprises power dissipation resistor Rl connected in series to switch

SW2 across DC bus lines 257a and 257b. Connected in parallel with power dissipater

259 is switch network 219.

[0078] In this embodiment, switch network 219 is implemented as a six IGBT H

bridge with three capacitors, as shown. However, those skilled in the art will

recognize that different switch network implementations may be readily substituted

with the implementation shown. Each switch gate is connected to and controlled by

controller 222. Switch network 219 provides a three phase output which is connected



to output filter 272. Output filter 272 has differential mode filter stage 274 followed

by common mode filter stage 273.

[0079] As shown in Fig. 3, current sensors 264 are connected to the output power

lines coming from output filter 272. Current sensors 264 are implemented as hall

effect current sensors and provide their signals to controller 222. The output power

lines are connected to the three terminals of electric motor 2 11. Electric motor 2 11 is

a three phase DC motor. Electric motor 2 11 is mechanically coupled to wing spoiler

216 through an actuator which has mechanical linkages and gearing.

[0080] Fig. 6 shows another view of how motor 2 11 is coupled to spoiler 216's panel

surface. Resolver 275, arranged on motor 2 1l's output shaft, measures the angle of

rotation of motor 2 1l's rotor. LVDT 215, arranged on the mechanical linkages

between motor 2 11 and spoiler 216, effectively measures the position of spoiler 216

relative to aircraft wing 265. As shown in Fig. 4, LVDT 215 measures distance 225

between spoiler 216 and wing surface 227. Referring back to Fig. 3, controller 222

receives input signals from LVDT 215 and resolver 275. Controller 222 is

programmed to operate as described below.

[0081] In general, system 210 will intelligently dynamically brake electric motor 2 11

in the event of a power failure in order to minimize the chance that spoiler 216

contacts either wing surface 227 or the system's mechanical stops with excessive

force. More specifically, since energy storage 223 may only have enough energy to

temporarily dynamically brake the system, controller 222 is configured to

dynamically brake the system only in the event of a power supply failure and when

spoiler 216 is close to wing surface 227. When spoiler 216 is stopped close to wing

surface 227, it is in a generally neutral position and is less likely to be accelerated by

wind forces across wing 265 when in flight. Once energy storage 223 is depleted,

controller 222 and switch network 219 can no longer be powered, and thus motor 2 11

can not be dynamically braked. By waiting until spoiler 216 is close to wing surface

227 before dynamically braking, the chance that spoiler 216 is left in a dangerous

non-neutral position when local power supply is depleted is reduced.

[0082] As shown in Fig. 3, external power source 212 is a three phase AC source.

Connection of power source 212 to the rest of the system is controlled by power

source switch 251. Once switch 251 is on, current sensors 214, which were

previously sensing zero current, begin to sense current flowing to the rest of the



system. Filter 252 removes common mode and differential mode noise coming in on

the power lines from electromagnetic interference or other noise sources.

[0083] Rectifier 218 converts the AC power coming out of filter 252 into a DC power

source. Switch SW1 in parallel with Rl acts as a soft start mechanism. Switch SW1

is default off (non-conducting) when the system is powered off. Since SW1 is off,

current flows through Rl to slowly charge CI. After a delay, after CI has

substantially charged, SW1 is switched on causing current to bypass Rl, which will

no longer be dissipating energy. Switch SW1 stays on during normal operation. By

the delay in turning switch SW1 on, at power-on current surging is minimized.

[0084] Switch network 19 draws electrical power from DC bus lines 257a and 257b.

Switch network 219 is controlled by controller 222 to operate in at least three

different modes: regenerating, active driving and dynamic clamping. During active

driving, controller 222 utilizes pulse width modulation, i.e. controller 222 pulses on

and off the switches in switch network 219 in order to produce a desired drive current

signal for each of motor 2 1l's three terminals. In this way, motor 2 11 can be driven

in forward or reverse with a controlled torque or speed.

[0085] During regeneration, controller 222 causes each of the switches in switch

network 219 to be off. Due to the orientation of the diodes in switch network 219,

while in this mode current can only flow from the motor coils to regeneratively charge

into DC bus line 257a, returning from negative DC bus line 257b. If motor 2 1l's

speed is slow enough that the back-EMF is less than the DC Bus voltage, regenerative

current will not flow to any significant degree between motor 2 1l's coils and switch

network 219. However, if the motor speed increases to a rate such that the back-EMF

exceeds the DC Bus voltage, current will flow between motor 2 11, switch network

219, and the DC bus. While the back-EMF is greater than the DC bus voltage, the

system will be regeneratively braking, transferring motor 2 1l's kinetic energy into the

DC bus, where it will be captured as electrical energy by energy storage 223. This

automatic regenerative braking will continue until the back-EMF no longer exceeds

the DC bus voltage.

[0086] Controller 222 actively monitors the DC bus voltage through voltage sense

lines 258a and 258b. If the DC bus voltage exceeds a set threshold, switch SW2,

which is normally off, is switched on, causing current to flow from positive DC bus

line 257a through dissipation resistor R2, through switch SW2 and to negative DC bus

line 257b reducing the DC bus voltage potential. This threshold is set to prevent the



DC bus voltage exceeding a safe limit, which could otherwise cause damage to energy

storage 223 or other system components. Turning on switch SW2 causes energy to be

dissipated from the DC bus as heat in resistor R2. Energy dissipated in R2 may come

from energy storage 223, motor 2 11, or a combination of the two.

[0087] During the dynamic clamping mode, controller 222 turns on all of the top

switches (or alternatively all of the bottom switches) in switch network 219, causing

the three motor coils 2 11 to effectively short circuit each other. If motor 222 is

rotating when switch network is placed into the dynamic clamping mode, the back-

EMF produces a rapid current flow through the short circuited coils. This current

flow creates a motor torque in the direction opposing rotation, which rapidly

decelerates the motor. Energy is dissipated primarily as heat in the internal resistance

of motor 2 1 l's coils and the resistance of the current path. During dynamic clamping,

even though motor 2 11 is not drawing power from the DC bus, controller 222 is. The

power to switch the switches in switch network 2 19 and to keep the switches open is

also provided by the DC bus. During dynamic clamping, if there is a loss of power

from AC source 212, energy storage 223 is depleted as controller 222 and switch

network 219 draw power from the DC bus. Thus, given the size of energy storage

223, dynamic clamping can only be maintained until this stored energy is depleted

following the loss of external AC power 212.

[0088] In the event of a failure of power supply 212, the failure is sensed in the output

signals of current sensors 214 read by controller 222. Upon sensing the failure of AC

power supply 212, controller 222 commands switch network 219 to enter the

regenerative mode by turning off all switches in switch network 219. This minimizes

the power draw from the DC bus, and allows motor regenerative energy to supply

energy storage 223. Controller 222 now monitors position sensor 215 to determine if

motor 2 1 should be dynamically braked. More specifically, controller 222 follows a

logic function:

IF (current sensor 214's output < power source threshold 235)

AND (ABS(position sensor 215's output - neutral position value

224) < position threshold 236))

THEN place switch network 219 into dynamic braking mode.

In this way, dynamic braking, which increases drain on energy storage 223, is delayed

until position sensor 215 indicates that wing spoiler 216 is in a neutral position (e.g.



when spoiler is less than 4 degrees extended). The above logic function is evaluated

at a sample rate of approximately 2kHz.

[0089] As an example, consider an external AC power failure occurring when spoiler

216 is extended 40 degrees. A neutral position threshold 236 of 4 degrees is used,

since this provides sufficient proximity to the neutral position value 224 (zero

degress) to allow spoiler 216 to come to a stop when braked, and also is close enough

to neutral position 224 that spoiler 216 will not be accelerated by wind forces when in

this range. Controller 222 senses the loss of external AC power and immediately

places switch network 219 into regenerative mode by switching off all switches in

switch network 219. Controller 222 next begins to iteratively monitor spoiler position

sensor 215. Since position sensor 215 will first indicate to controller 222 that spoiler

2 16 is extended 40 degrees, controller will calculate that position sensor output 215

(40 degrees) is greater than position sensor threshold 224 (four degrees) more than

neutral position value 224 (zero degrees). Controller 222 will continue this

comparison, leaving switch network 219 in the coast mode as long as position sensor

215's output is greater than four degrees. Meanwhile, since switch network 219 is in

regenerative mode, allowing motor 2 11 to coast, spoiler 216 is accelerated toward

wing surface 227 by wind forces. During this time, energy storage 223 is increased

due to regenerative current flow. In this mode, neither switch network 219 nor motor

2 11 are consuming power from energy storage 223.

[0090] Once spoiler 216 comes within four degrees of wing surface 227, controller

222 detects this from position sensor 215's output, and places switch network 219 into

dynamic brake mode. The upper switches in switch network 219 are all closed, short

circuiting motor 2 l's coils, causing motor 211 to rapidly decelerate to a low speed as

kinetic energy is dissipated as heat within the coils. Since switch network 219 has its

upper switches on in the dynamic clamping mode, it draws power from the DC bus,

and increases the depletion rate of energy storage 223. When energy storage 223 is

depleted beyond the ability to provide minimally necessary internal power, spoiler

216 is in a safer position (i.e. spoiler 216 is not contacting wing surface 227 and the

actuator has not exceeded the mechanical stop limits). The system has now been

brought from a less safe condition (external AC power loss when spoiler in a non-

neutral position) to a safer condition (spoiler in a substantially neutral state).

[0091] By not immediately dynamically braking the system in a power loss, the

chances that the system comes to rest in a safer condition are significantly increased.



In the scenario above, AC power was lost when spoiler 216 was extended 40 degrees.

If dynamic braking were initiated when power was first lost, energy storage 223

would deplete at a higher rate and no increase in energy storage 223 from motor

regeneration would occur. While spoiler 216 would be immediately braked, spoiler

216 would still be extended about 40 degrees, a non-neutral position, when brought to

rest. Spoiler 216 would remain close to this 40 degree position while it was

dynamically braked, until energy storage 223 became depleted. With energy storage

223 depleted, controller 222 and switch network 219 will no longer function. Thus,

motor 2 11 will no longer be dynamically clamped. Spoiler 216 would now be forced

by aero loading to accelerate downward from its position of about 40 degrees. With a

relatively large distance to accelerate, spoiler 216 could contact wing surface 227 with

excessive force, causing damage to wing surface 227, spoiler 216, motor 2 1 and/or

the mechanical stops and linkages between these parts.

[0092] Also, by not immediately braking upon power loss, any momentum that the

system has upon power loss may be utilized to bring the system closer to a neutral

position. For example, if spoiler 216 is actively retracting during the power loss, it

will continue to retract, approaching the neutral position until controller 222 dynamic

brake logic is satisfied.

[0093] In addition to dynamic braking as described, as shown in Fig. 6 system 210

may be modified to activate brake 229 at the same time dynamic braking is engaged.

However, since brake 229 may require significantly more energy than dynamic

braking does, the capacity of energy storage 223 should be adjusted accordingly if this

mode of operation is utilized.

[0094] Fig. 7 shows third embodiment 310, particularly configured for use in

controlling the pitch of wind turbine blades. As shown in Fig. 7, wind turbine 310

generally includes tower 350, body or nacelle 351 rotationally supported at the top of

tower 351, and rotor 352 rotationally coupled to nacelle 351 . Tower 350 is secured to

the ground and has a height and size that varies depending on conditions and desired

performance. Alternatively, instead of a tower mounted wind power generating

turbine, the power generator may be positioned adjacent to the ground or may be a

power generating turbine configured to harness power from water flow or tides.

Thus, the term power generator turbine is intended to include any turbine that

generates electrical power from rotational energy, whether that energy is generated by

wind flow, water flow or other motion. Nacelle 351 is mounted on the upper



marginal end portion of tower 350 and is configured to rotate generally about vertical

axis y-y. Nacelle 351 is rotated about axis y-y on tower 350 by a yaw control that is

configured to rotate nacelle 351 on top of tower 350 so as to orient itself relative to

the wind direction or airflow. Thus, the yaw control may rotate nacelle 351 to adjust

the angle between the direction faced by hub 352 and the wind direction. Nacelle 351

houses an electric generator together with a turbine control system and may include

other components, sensors and control systems known in the art. Wind turbine 310 is

coupled to a power grid (not shown) for transmitting electrical power generated by

turbine 310 and its electric generator. Nacelle 351 rotationally supports hub 352,

which is mounted on nacelle 351 for rotation generally about horizontal axis 395. As

described below, a plurality of blades or airfoils 316 extend radially outward from hub

352 for converting wind energy into rotational energy. Although rotor 352 typically

has three blades, any number of blades or airfoils may be used. Blades 316 may have

various lengths, shapes and configurations depending on the conditions. Each of

blades 316 is pitch controlled and rotates relative to hub 352 about its longitudinal

axis on a roller bearing to vary the pitch or angle of the blade relative to the wind in

which it is positioned. Hub 352 is rotationally coupled to an electric generator by a

rotor shaft and gear box so as to generate electric power from rotational energy

produced by blades 316 and rotation of hub 352. Operation of electrical generators to

generate electrical power from the rotational energy of hub 352 is known in the art.

[0095] Hub 352 includes pitch control actuator 353. Pitch control actuator 353 is

configured to selectively control the pitch angle of blade 316 and is coupled to a

control system. In this embodiment, the pitch angle of each of blades 316 is

individually controlled by individual pitch control actuators 353. Pitch control

actuator 353 rotates blade 316 about its longitudinal axis 396 relative to hub 352. A

bearing is provided to allow for rotation of blade 316 about its longitudinal axis

relative to hub 352 and pitch control actuator 353 operates across that bearing. Pitch

control actuator 353 generally includes motor 3 11 and a geared interface.

[0096] Thus, wind turbine system 310 has main axis of rotation 395, and three blades.

Each blade 316 has a pitch rotation axis 396. Additionally, each blade has an angle

sensor and a pitch motor 3 11. Each blade 316 also has its own pitch control box.

Within each pitch control box is a power supply connection, energy storage, switch

network, power sensor and controller, similar to the components in system 210. The

power supply connection is attached to an external AC grid power source.



[0097] Fig. 7 shows blade 316 at a neutral pitch angle. The sum of all forces caused

by the wind on blade 316 is represented by a wind center of force. When blade 316 is

in a neutral position, the wind center of force is aligned to pass through pitch rotation

axis 396. Thus, the wind center of force will generally not create a torque on blade

316 about pitch rotation axis 396.

[0098] Wind turbine pitch control system 310 operates in the same general manner as

aircraft spoiler system 210 with some minor variations. Whereas aircraft spoiler

system 210 attempts to prevent the crashing of spoiler 216 into wing 265 in the event

of a power failure, wind turbine pitch control system 310 attempts to allow turbine

blades 316 to move into and stop at a feathered position in event of a power failure.

Similar to how aircraft spoiler system 210 triggers a braking mode based on the

proximity of spoiler 216 to wing 265, pitch control system 310 triggers a braking

mode based on each blade's pitch angle relative to its feathered position.

[0099] The described electric motor control systems resulted in several surprising

advantages over the prior art. By waiting until an object is close to a substantially

neutral position before applying braking, stored power is efficiently used to brake

only when the object is likely to be stopped in a safer position, that is a position in

which external forces are less likely to cause the object to accelerate when braking

power is lost or depleted. More specifically, by triggering braking to be initiated only

when the driven object is close to the neutral position, the chance that the system

stops the object in the neutral position is greatly increased. Unlike an alternative

system, which automatically engages braking in the event of a power source failure

(which may cause local power to be depleted when the driven object is in a non-

neutral position, causing it to start again), the present embodiments only depletes

stored power when the driven object is close to the neutral position where it can

remain at rest without braking power.

[00100] Additionally, the present embodiments result in the advantage that

beneficial momentum from movement of the driven object toward the neutral position

is not wasted. For example, if external power is lost while the driven object is moving

toward the neutral position, because the system is not automatically braked, the

momentum bringing the object to the neutral position is not lost by premature braking.

[00101] Further, by utilizing multiple braking modes of regenerative braking,

dynamic braking and active braking, the advantages of each braking scheme are

combined. For example, by regeneratively braking, kinetic energy is used to prolong



the supply of stored power. By having a dynamic braking option, the system is

protected from overspeed conditions which may limit a purely regenerative system.

Additionally, by having active braking, the system is able to stop when motor speeds

are below the minimum limit to effectively dynamically or regeneratively brake.

Additionally, since multiple braking systems are employed, the safety factor of the

system is increased. If one of the braking systems fails, another is available to stop

the driven object.

[00102] Moreover, since power is only depleted at critical times, and since power

is regeneratively captured, the present embodiments can save costs, as smaller energy

storage devices can be used than would otherwise be possible.

[00103] While the presently-preferred form of the electric motor system has been

shown and described, and several modifications thereof discussed, persons skilled in

this art will readily appreciate that various additional changes may be made without

departing from the scope of the invention, as defined and differentiated by the

following claims.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. An electric motor system comprising:

a power supply;

an electric motor connected to said power supply;

an object driven by said motor having a range of motion and a substantially

neutral position within said range of motion;

a power sensor configured to sense power from said power supply;

a position sensor configured to sense position of said object in at least a portion of

said range of motion;

an energy storage;

a controller connected to said power supply and said energy storage;

said controller configured and arranged to brake said motor as a function of said

position sensor, said neutral position, and said power sensor.

2 . The electric motor system set forth in claim 1, wherein said controller is

configured to dynamically brake said motor.

3 . The electric motor system set forth in claim 2, and further comprising a dissipation

switch in series with a dissipation resistor, and wherein said controller is configured to

operate said dissipation switch such that energy from said motor is dissipated with

said dissipation resistor.

4 . The electric motor system set forth in claim 1, wherein said controller is

configured to regeneratively brake said motor.

5 . The electric motor system set forth in claim 4, and further comprising a switching

network, and wherein said controller is configured to operate said switching network

such that energy from said motor is used to charge said energy storage when said

energy storage is not fully charged.

6. The electric motor system set forth in claim 5, wherein said energy storage

comprises a capacitor or a battery.



7 . The electric motor system set forth in claim 5, wherein said switching network

comprises six switch elements in an H bridge configuration.

8 . The electric motor system set forth in claim 1, wherein said controller is

configured to actively brake said motor.

9 . The electric motor system set forth in claim 8, and further comprising a brake

actuator.

10. The electric motor system set forth in claim 9, and further comprising a switching

network, and wherein said controller is configured to operate said switching network

such that energy from energy storage is used to brake said motor.

11. The electric motor system set forth in claim 10, wherein said switching network

comprises six switch elements in an H bridge configuration.

12. The electric motor system set forth in claim 11, wherein said switch elements

comprise IGBTs or MOSFETs.

13. The electric motor system set forth in claim 1, wherein said controller is

configured to selectively actively brake, dynamically brake or regeneratively brake

said motor.

14. The electric motor system set forth in claim 13, and further comprising a

switching network and a dissipation resistor, wherein said controller is configured to

operate said switching network such that energy from said motor is selectively

dissipated with said dissipation resistor or used to charge said energy storage when

said energy storage is not fully charged.

15. The electric motor system set forth in claim 1, and further comprising a power

rectifier.



16. The electric motor system set forth in claim 15, wherein said power rectifier

comprises a full wave diode rectifier.

17. The electric motor system set forth in claim 1, wherein said object comprises an

aircraft spoiler panel on an aircraft wing.

18. The electric motor system set forth in claim 17, wherein said neutral position is

about four degrees from said aircraft wing.

19. The electric motor system set forth in claim 1, wherein said object comprises a

turbine blade on a power generating turbine.

20. The electric motor system set forth in claim 19, wherein said neutral position is a

feathered position.

21. The electric motor system set forth in claim 1, wherein said position sensor

comprises an encoder, a resolver or a LVDT.

22. The electric motor system set forth in claim 1, wherein said power sensor

comprises a voltage sensor or a FPGA validity sensor.

23. The electric motor system set forth in claim 1, wherein said power supply

comprises a three phase AC power supply.

24. The electric motor system set forth in claim 1, and further comprising an output

filter.

25. The electric motor system set forth in claim 24, wherein said output filter

comprises a common mode filter or a differential mode filter.

26. The electric motor system set forth in claim 1, and further comprising an input

filter.



27. The electric motor system set forth in claim 26, wherein said input filter

comprises a common mode filter or a differential mode filter.

28. The electric motor system set forth in claim 1, and further comprising a soft start

switch.

29. A method of driving an electric motor interface comprising the steps of:

providing an external power supply input;

providing a position sensor signal input;

providing a switching network having switch gates;

providing an electric motor interface for connecting to an electric motor;

providing a controller;

providing an energy storage interface;

monitoring said external power supply input; and

operating said switch gates to absorb power from said electric motor interface

as a function of said position sensor input and said external power supply input.

30. The method set forth in claim 29, wherein said step of operating said switch gates

comprises operating said switch gates to absorb power from said electric motor

interface when said power supply input drops below a voltage threshold and said

position sensor signal input is below a position threshold.

3 . The method set forth in claim 29, and further comprising the step of providing a

dissipation resistor interface.

32. The method set forth in claim 31, and further comprising the step of selectively

directing said absorbed power to said energy storage interface or said dissipation

resistor interface as a function of whether said energy storage interface is fully

charged.

33. The method set forth in claim 29, and further comprising the step of using power

from said energy storage interface to actively brake said electric motor as a function

of said position sensor input and said external power supply input.



34. The method set forth in claim 33, wherein said step of using power from said

energy storage interface to actively brake said electric motor comprises actively

braking said electric motor when a rate of change of said position sensor input signal

is below a speed threshold, said power supply input drops below a voltage threshold,

and said position sensor signal input is below a position threshold.

35. The method set forth in claim 34, wherein said step of operating said switch gates

comprises operating said switch gates to absorb power from said electric motor

interface when a rate of change of said position sensor input signal is above a speed

threshold, said power supply input drops below a voltage threshold, and said position

sensor signal input is below a position threshold.

36. The method set forth in claim 35, and further comprising the step of providing a

dissipation resistor interface.

37. The method set forth in claim 36, and further comprising the step of selectively

directing said absorbed power to said energy storage interface or said dissipation

resistor interface as a function of whether said energy storage interface is fully

charged.

38. The method set forth in claim 29, wherein said local energy storage interface is

configured to connect to a capacitor or a battery.

39. The method set forth in claim 29, and further comprising the step of providing a

power rectifier, and converting an AC voltage on said power supply input into a DC

voltage.

40. The method set forth in claim 39, wherein said power rectifier is a full wave

diode rectifier.

4 1. The method set forth in claim 29, and further comprising the step of providing a

soft start switch.



42. The method set forth in claim 29, wherein said position sensor signal input is

configured to connect to an encoder, resolver or LVDT.

43. The method set forth in claim 29, wherein said electric motor interface is

configured to connect to an aircraft wing spoiler actuator.

44. The method set forth in claim 29, wherein said electric motor interface is

configured to connect to a power generating turbine blade pitch control actuator.

45. The method set forth in claim 29, wherein said external power supply input is

configured for a three phase AC power source.

46. The method set forth in claim 29, and further comprising the step of filtering a

signal coming in on said external power supply input or filtering a signal going out on

said electric motor interface.

47. The method set forth in claim 29, and further comprising the step of providing a

brake actuator interface.

48. A driver for an electric motor comprising:

an external power supply input;

a power sensor having an output and configured to monitor said external power

supply input;

a position sensor having an output;

an AC to DC power rectifier;

a switching network having switch gates;

an electric motor interface for connecting to an electric motor;

a control configured to monitor said power sensor output and said position sensor

output and configured to operate said switch gates;

a local energy storage interface for temporarily supplying power;

wherein said control is configured to operate said switch gates such that a

recovered power is drawn from said electric motor interface as a function of said

power sensor output and said position sensor output.



49. The driver set forth in claim 48, and further comprising a dissipation resistor

interface.

50. The driver set forth in claim 49, wherein said control is configured to direct

power from said electric motor interface to said dissipation resistor interface.

5 1. The driver set forth in claim 49, wherein said control is configured to operate said

switching network such that energy from said motor interface is selectively directed to

said dissipation resistor interface or said local energy storage interface when a local

energy storage connected to said local energy storage interface is not fully charged.

52. The driver set forth in claim 48, wherein said control is configured to direct

power from said electric motor interface to said local energy storage interface.

53. The driver set forth in claim 48, and further comprising a brake actuator interface.

54. The driver set forth in claim 53, wherein said control is configured to operate said

switching network such that energy from said local energy storage interface is

directed out said brake actuator interface.

55. The driver set forth in claim 48, wherein said switching network comprises six

switch elements in an H bridge configuration.

56. The driver set forth in claim 55, wherein said switch elements comprise IGBTs or

MOSFETs.

57. The driver set forth in claim 48, wherein said control is configured to selectively

actively brake, dynamically brake or regeneratively brake a motor connected to said

electric motor interface.

58. The driver set forth in claim 48, wherein said power rectifier comprises a full

wave diode rectifier.

59. The driver set forth in claim 48, and further comprising an output filter.



60. The electric motor system set forth in claim 59, wherein said output filter

comprises a common mode filter or a differential mode filter.

61. The driver set forth in claim 48, and further comprising an input filter.

62. The driver set forth in claim 61, wherein said input filter comprises a common

mode filter or a differential mode filter.

63. The driver set forth in claim 48, and further comprising a soft start switch.
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